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Harnessing the Power of Community
and the Consumer’s Voice
Building innovative brand communities through direct
relationships with consumers.

S

ocial Media Link co-founder and CEO
Susan Frech was working for a product
distribution company when she first
started contemplating better ways to bring
consumers and brands together. “We were
handing out samples but not collecting
consumer feedback,” she says. “It just
seemed like a missed opportunity.”
She also knew that, even in this era of
ultra-connectedness, brands and consumers
were having a difficult time reaching each
other, brands because there are “a million
places to advertise” and because “companies
often have to go through a middleman in
order to reach their own consumers,” says
Frech. Consumers, meanwhile, felt like
brands weren’t listening to them. In fact,
research from Social Media Link shows
59 percent of consumers report receiving
irrelevant communications from brands.
Knowing that word-of-mouth
recommendations had tremendous untapped
power in terms of influencing purchase
behaviors, Frech and her team came up
with a solution to benefit both parties.
Social Media Link would harness the power
of emerging technology to create online
brand communities for consumer brands,
“home-bases” of sorts, she says, in which
brands could reach consumers directly,
better understand their needs, and build
lasting relationships.
Fast forward to 2018, and it’s safe to
say Social Media Link was on to something.
The company was named an Inc. 5000

Fastest Growing Company three consecutive
years, a Top Ten Fastest Growing Women-Led
Tech Company in New York City, and a Top 50
Fastest-Growing Women-Led Business. The
team has worked with top brands like The
Proctor & Gamble Co., Pfizer, Inc., Unilever,
and Henkel. Through it all, says Frech, “what
we’re really about is inspiring conversation
and driving loyalty.”

Bridging the Gap Between
Consumer and Brand

Through a series of insight studies, the Social
Media Link team learned that “overwhelmingly,
people are willing to give information to a
brand in exchange for more relevant or
personalized communications,” says Frech.
“So, we built a platform that sits at the
intersection of permission-based marketing,
personalization, and meaningful engagement.”
With online brand communities, consumers
have a place to voice opinions and give
recommendations and feedback. Plus, says
Jordan Ben, Vice President of Marketing,
“If their information is being utilized to
improve the brand or experience, they
love being part of that innovation.” Brands
benefit from communicating directly with
consumers, which in turn helps boost loyalty
and advocacy and promotes long-term
brand growth. In short, says Frech, “Brand
marketers are realizing that having their
own channel, letting consumers opt-in, and
then building relationships directly with the
consumer is the future. And the future is now.”
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Why It Works
Instead of classifying
consumers into broad
demographic groups based
on age or zip code, Social
Media Link uses its own
Audience Segmentation
Engine to break out consumer
data gathered from brands’
online communities into more
nuanced, granular forms.
This data more accurately
reflects each consumer’s
specific lifestyle preferences
and behaviors, like whether
consumers like to shop
at big box stores or local
groceries, or whether they
are interested in purchasing
natural care products or
maintaining a healthy lifestyle.
Plus, the firm’s “always-on”
technology ensures that the
platform learns over time as
“consumers change and grow,”
says CEO Susan Frech.

